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New App Let's iOS Users Get Where They Need to Be With Just One Tap
Published on 10/02/12
1Tapps introduces 1Tapps 1.0 for iOS, a new app that consolidates the user's most popular
smart phone activities onto the phone's home screen. One tap gets users where they need to
be. 1Tapps takes all of a user's most commonly used apps, gathers them in one location and
puts shortcuts directly onto the device home screen. This app saves users time and
increases device efficiency. In today's fast paced world, 1Tapps is speed dial for phone
applications.
Girona, Spain - 1Tapps introduces 1Tapps 1.0 for iOS, a new app that consolidates the
user's most popular smart phone activities onto the iPhone's home screen. 1Tapps is really
ingenious in that it takes all of the most commonly used apps, gathers them in one
location and puts shortcuts directly on the user device home screen. It's not just a
second simulated home page, its actual icons on the device home screen and with just 1
tap, the phone user is able to accomplish their task. 1Tapps does all that its competitors
do but it puts the shortcuts directly on the iPhone Home Screen.
When users download 1Tapps they get the ability to install the most common shortcuts that
they use in one place on their iPhone Home Screen. The shortcuts make using your smart
phone that much more fun and efficient.
1Tapps Solves Common Problems:
* Many users complain about the battery drain that occurs when Bluetooth is on in the
background. 1Tapps takes care of that with a handy Bluetooth On control right there on the
home page.
* Want to control the brightness of the phone without having to spend an hour searching
for that setting? It's right there also.
* Need to send a new email? Just tap New Mail right onto your Home Screen.
* Talking to friends on Twitter and Facebook has never been easier with shortcuts to those
apps linked directly to the phone's home page. If you don't want to update to iOS 6, you
can simulate the Tap to Tweet and Tap to Facebook with it.
1Tapps also gives users shortcuts to all the major productivity Apps of the phone. It's
not hard to see that this one app could change the way people use their iPhones. Why
bother with Apps that just create another app to open when 1Tapps puts all the shortcuts
right there on the phone's Home Screen?
Smart phone users simply download any app they want 1Tapps to create a shortcut for, and
once they have the Twitter app, the Facebook app or any other popular app, 1Tapps will
create the shortcut right on their home page. 1Tapps makes a great addition to any smart
device.
Included Shortcuts:
* Bluetooth On
* Brightness Set
* Torch
* Instagram Camera (requires Instagram app)
* Omnifocus Task (requires Omnifocus app)
* Much More
"It's worth having it, even just for the On functionality of the Bluetooth feature; it is
also joined by 18 other functionalities." stated Carles Coll Madrenas of 1Tapps. "This is
one of a series of apps we offer, including: 1TapVideo, 1TapFacetime, 1TapSkype, 1TapHTML,
1TapTweet, 1TapMail, etc."
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Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPhone 3GS/4/4S/5, iPod touch (3rd/4th generation) and iPad
* Requires iPhone OS 4.2 or later
* Universal app optimized for display on all iOS devices
* 15.7 MB
Pricing and Availability:
1Tapps 1.0 is only $0.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Productivity category. Review copies
are available upon request.
1Tapps:
http://1tapps.com
1Tapps 1.0:
http://www.1tapps.com/1tapps
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/id546667506
Screenshots:
http://www.1tapps.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/1tapps_screenshots_conc_1024.png
App Icon:
http://www.1tapps.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/1tapps_app_255x255.png

Based in Girona, Spain, 1Tapps is a publishing company of mobile applications and games
founded by independent developer Carles Coll Madrenas in 2011. Copyright (C) 2011-2012
1Tapps, registered trademark. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and
registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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